
__________________________________________________________ 

Lesson: States of Matter  

Mission Mandate: Science – Using the Scientific Method 

Life Skill: Critical Thinking  
Youth developing strategies for analyzing, comparing, reasoning, and  

reflecting focused on deciding what to believe or do; discovering the meaning. 

(Definition from Iowa State, Targeting Life Skill Model)  

__________________________________________________________ 

Teaching Tip: Make sure as the adult (or other adults in attendance), you do not 
provide answers. Do provide powerful questions to develop their brains to 
compare, reason, and analyze.  
 

Success Markers 
Scientific Method 

Expect to See – Make a hypothesis. 
 
Like to See – Relate your observations back to your hypothesis. 
 
Love to See- Have a great discussion on what conclusions you draw about why 
knowing which state of matter you are shooting into is important. 
 

 

Critical Thinking 

Expect to See – Share during your hypothesis what you know about shooting 
into the states of matter. 
 
Like to See – Analyze and compare what happened to each jug/container. 
 
Love to See- Reflect on what the next experiment you would like to conduct now 
that you have conclusions from this one.  

 

This lesson plan was developed and written by Tammy Stuhr, Nebraska 4-H Volunteer, and 

Chandra Plate, Kansas State University 4-H Shooting Sports Specialist.  



Set-up:  

1) Have 3 equal containers with lids (examples: plastic milk or water bottle) 

2) Have a liquid (water) and solid (sand or dirt) to fill a container.  

3) Set up a shooting range appropriate for your discipline and have the 

firearm/bow and projectile to conduct experiment.  

4) Have a place to set the 3 containers on such as a box or log.  

Conduct Experiment:  

➢ What are the 3 states of matter? (solid, liquid, gas) 

➢ Looking at the scientific method, what is our observation.  

➢ The question to ask today, is what happens when you shoot into a 

container, like a milk jug, filled with any of these states of matter.  

➢ Turn to your neighbor and share your hypothesis. 

➢ Next, we need to plan and set up the experiment. What are the variables 

we need to keep the same? (Who the shooter is, type of firearm, distance, 

type of container holding the matter, type of ammo/arrow used) 

➢ We are ready to conduct the experiment. Let’s set it up.  

➢ Go conduct the experiment as planned.  

➢ What observations did you make? You can record these through drawings, 

notes, or pictures. Did it prove your hypothesis true or false? 

➢ What conclusions do you draw from your observations?  

➢ How many of you want to keep experimenting? What question would you 

ask, and set up the experiment to discover?  

➢ This experiment is most fun and engaging, if you refrain from giving the 
youth the answers and truly let their minds work through the scientific 
process.  

 

 
Shooting Better Scientifically is a regularly scheduled program to assist 4-H volunteers, leaders, 
and staff conduct lessons with their 4-H SS clubs on the mission mandates of Healthy Living, 
Civic Engagement, and STEM. The Level 3 4-H SS Coordinator Trainers host the program. 


